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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic and the financial crisis that it gave rise to have taken a devastating
toll on Americans. COVID-19 has claimed hundreds of thousands of lives and caused millions
more to lose their incomes, livelihoods, and homes. Low-income people of color have been
disproportionately affected, with higher rates of infection as well as financial hardship.

The federal government responded to the unprecedented crisis by devoting groundbreaking
sums of money to assistance programs that are designed to keep Americans stabilized.
Through the Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) program, $46 billion has been distributed to
states and localities for assisting low-income households that are behind on their rent and at
risk of eviction.

Of Texas’ $2.7 billion allocation, $1.7 billion was allotted to the Texas Department of Housing
and Community Affairs for the administration of a statewide rental assistance program. The
remaining $1 billion has been distributed amongst 37 cities and counties that operate local
programs. In order to prevent evictions (a tremendous detriment to a person’s health at any
time but particularly during a pandemic), it is imperative that the states and localities receiving
ERA funding take proper action to distribute it effectively.

Texas Housers’ ERA data dashboard tracks the performance of Texas ERA programs,
considering the efficiency and equitability of their distribution beginning as early as February of
2020. When paired with information about where the need for rental assistance persists (stay
tuned for the upcoming release of our eviction data dashboard), the ERA data dashboard
becomes a powerful tool for identifying the jurisdictions that should be targeted in the
allocation of additional funding for rental assistance.

Methodology

To ensure that ERA is being distributed effectively, Texas Housers requests data on program
expenditures and recipient pools bi-monthly from each of the 38 jurisdictions (1 state and 37
localities) that administer ERA in Texas. All data are obtained through the public information
request process.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/health-equity/race-ethnicity.html
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/economic-hardships-covid-19-are-hitting-black-and-latinx-people-hardest-here-are-five-actions-local-leaders-can-take
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/coronavirus/assistance-for-state-local-and-tribal-governments/emergency-rental-assistance-program
https://publicintegrity.org/inside-publici/newsletters/watchdog-newsletter/consequences-of-covid-evictions/
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Deputy-Secretary-Adeyemo-ERA-Program-Grantee-Letter-20211025.pdf


Data requested from jurisdictions administering ERA

● The total dollar amount of ERA (1 and 2) distributed

● The total number of households that received assistance of any kind

● The number of households that received assistance by Area Median Income (AMI)

● The number of households that received assistance by race

● The number of households that received assistance by ethnicity

The current dashboard displays data that are current as of September 30, 2021, the end date
of Treasury's Q3 reporting period and the last time ERA grantees were required to compile the
income and demographic data that are featured in the dashboard. Since ERA programs have
continued to distribute assistance in the months since, their total expenditures are now higher
than what they stood at in September. Although more recent ERA expenditure data exists (see
the Treasury’s October spending report), the data presented in the dashboard are the most
current public data that contain income and demographic characteristics.

Because the dashboard attempts to incorporate data from 38 different sources, there are
some nuances that users should be aware of:

Four out of the 38 jurisdictions that administer ERA in Texas ― Bexar County, Denton County,
Galveston County, and the City of Plano ― failed to respond to Texas Housers’ request for data
and are missing from the dashboard’s interface. Thus, the total dollar amount of ERA
distributed and the total number of households assisted in the state of Texas by September 30,
as presented in the dashboard’s default display, are lower than they would be with the inclusion
of these four programs' data. Likewise, the charts displaying income and demographic
information about Texas’ ERA recipients do not include these four programs’ data. The
requested data are critical to assessing the effectiveness of these local ERA programs. By not
responding to public information requests, which they are required to do by law, these
jurisdictions impede the important task of assessing the effectiveness of Texas ERA programs.

The counties of Bell, Hays, Lubbock, and McLennan reported the dollar amount that was
distributed to households in each income, racial, and ethnic category, as opposed to the
number of households it assisted in each category as was requested. Texas Housers used the
portion of the total dollar expenditure that went to households in each income, racial, and
ethnic category to estimate the portion of the recipient pool that each category represented,
since the number of households in the recipient pool was provided.

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/October-ERA-Data-CORRECTED-12062021.xlsx


Cameron County provided disaggregated racial and ethnic data that included duplicate
households (households that received more than one allotment of assistance). Texas Housers
used the portion of the total number of assisted households with duplicates that each racial
and ethnic category represented to estimate the portion of the total number of assisted
households without duplicates that each category represented, since the number of
households in the recipient pool was provided.

Jurisdictions that reported an ERA2 expenditure that exceeds its total ERA2 allocation can be
assumed to have reported the expenditure of local dollars for rental assistance in addition to its
expenditure of federal ERA dollars.

The City of Houston and Harris County as well as the City of El Paso and El Paso County are
represented on the dashboard as single programs because these cities and counties opted to
distribute their respective ERA allocations collectively.

Finally, given that the U.S. Treasury is preparing to reallocate ERA funds from low to high
performing jurisdictions, jurisdictions’ total ERA2 allocations as of September 30 and as
reported by the dashboard are subject to change.

Discussion

Below are Texas Housers’ major takeaways and points of advocacy after collecting and
assessing data regarding Texas ERA program progress through the end of September:

Although Texas is often regarded as an ERA “success story” largely in response to the
nationally acclaimed performance of the statewide Texas Rent Relief program, ERA distribution
on the local level is defined by stark geographical disparities.

Some local jurisdictions have burned through their ERA allocations and are requesting
additional funding from the Treasury to meet the need for assistance that remains (see Austin).
Others have failed to get any money out the door, have allowed evictions to continue, and now
face having their funds recaptured by the Treasury (see Montgomery County). Both situations
indicate an unmet need for rental assistance in Texas.

Some jurisdictions have effectively targeted the households that have experienced the greatest
hardship and risk of eviction during the pandemic ― households in the lowest income bracket
and households of color (see Houston/Harris County). However, these high-need households
are entirely absent from several programs’ recipient pools (see Dallas County).

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/ERA-Reallocation-Guidance.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/ERA-Reallocation-Guidance.pdf
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/09/04/white-house-texas-renter-rescue-509546
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Montgomery-County-gives-up-7-1-million-of-its-16630147.php


Border cities and counties are lagging behind in their distribution of ERA (see the Counties of
Cameron, Hidalgo, Webb, El Paso and the City of Laredo). Language barriers, documentation
requirements, and the region’s informal economy may be preventing eligible households from
participating in ERA programs along the border.

The Treasury is reallocating recaptured ERA funds to jurisdictions that have demonstrated an
ability to distribute assistance quickly. Texas Housers believes that the reallocation process
should also take into consideration a jurisdiction’s ability to distribute aid equitably (which this
dashboard is an effective tool for determining) and the level of need that persists in its
population. If funds are reallocated to the statewide Texas Rent Relief program, the state
should target renters in the local jurisdictions that lost ERA dollars so that their access to ERA is
not unjustly restricted.


